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ABSTRACT
Near-memory integration strives to tackle the challenge of low data
locality and power consumption originating from cross- chip data
transfers, meanwhile referred to as locality wall. In order to keep
costly engineering efforts bounded when transforming an existing
non-near-memory architecture into a near-memory instance, reli-
able performance estimation during early design stages is needed.
We propose PEPERONI, an agile performance estimation model
to predict the runtime of representative benchmarks under near-
memory acceleration on an MPSoC prototype. By relying solely
on measurements of an existing baseline architecture, the method
provides reliable estimations on the performance of near-memory
processing units before their expensive implementation. The model
is based on a quantitative description of memory boundedness
and is independent of algorithmic knowledge, what facilitates its
applicability to various applications.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Over the last decades, the increasing demand of compute perfor-
mance could be trailed by simple power, frequency and threshold
scaling methods in combination with Dennard scaling and numer-
ous microarchitectural improvements. Since these methods have

meanwhile reached a saturation effect [14], multi- and many-core
solutions have been established, often implemented in tile-based
architectures, in order to further support the continuous need of
increased compute performance [20].

Modernmany-core architectures come, however, with a potential
lack of data-to-task locality and an increased need of data move-
ment. Even the continuous improvement of cache architectures,
which were the main hardware measure to speed up memory ac-
cesses, cannot follow this trend any longer [13].

The orthogonal approach of near- or even in-memory computing
can be a meaningful solution to bridge the increasing gap between
processing node and memory. Offloading dedicated tasks to specific
compute units that are located near or even inside the memory
modules often implies low-latency memory accesses and poten-
tial power savings due to much lower traffic on the interconnect
network [4].

Due to several technological improvements, such as the inven-
tion of through-silicon-vias (TSV) [11] on the one hand, and the
increasing memory wall on the other hand, the research on near-
memory processing got a lot of momentum within the last decade.

However, the development effort for near-memory computing
solutions adds additional design challenges, as the design of near
memory components has to be well aligned to the intended work-
load as well as to the overall system architecture.

In order to invest costly development effort wisely, an easy but
robust design space exploration (DSE) within early development
stages is crucial. Our work proposes a method to estimate the per-
formance gain of near-memory processing units up-front of the
actual implementation. The approach analyzes and quantifies the
memory boundedness of the system under a given workload in
absence of any near-memory computing first. Based on that, we
estimate the speedup potential in case a given subtask would be of-
floaded to a near-memory processing unit. Near-memory cores and
hardware accelerators offer different performance characteristics
and are therefore considered individually. Finally the performance
estimates are evaluated in an FPGA based system running all 12
benchmarks of the IMSuite [5]. In detail, we

(1) propose the PEPERONI model, a novel method to quantify
memory-boundedness on a tile-based System-on-Chip

(2) compare our analysis to the Roofline model [21]
(3) use our model to estimate performance gains due to near-

memory integration
(4) distinguish between software-programmable near-memory

cores and dedicated hardware accelerators
(5) verify our estimations with FPGA-based measurements.
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in parallel would be a good example. To weight this more precisely,
we propose a quantification method which determines compute-
and memory boundedness in a range between 0 % and 100 %.

In order to analyze this, the system can be specified by its maxi-
mum peak values, similar to the Roofline model. Again, we apply
the model to each tile individually.

Maximum compute performance : CPmax,t ile in [Ops/s] (1)

Maximum memory bandwidth : BWmax,t ile in [Byte/s] (2)
In addition to the theoretical performance maxima, we measure the
real behavior of the system averaged over the complete execution
time. We use the same measurements as for the Roofline model
leading to the following parameters:

Average compute performance : CPavд,t ile in [Ops/s] (3)

Average memory bandwidth : BWavд,t ile in [Byte/s] (4)
Note that CPmax,t ile and BWmax,t ile denote the maximum peak
values, whereas CPavд,t ile and BWavд,t ile express the real oper-
ating point which is strictly below the maximum and has been
determined during run-time. We consider both BWavд,t ile and
BWmax,t ile after the last-level cache within each compute-tile.
However, in other scenarios an observation on the bandwidth before
the cachemight bemeaningful as well, especially if no near-memory
integration is considered, but e.g. cache optimizations.

The common understanding of memory boundedness says that
the execution time is primarily limited by the available memory
bandwidth. This implies often that the bandwidth is heavily utilized
in the given scenario. Similarly, a compute bound system would be
mostly limited by a heavily exploited compute performance.

In order to quantify this, we calculate compute and memory
boundedness as follows:

CBt ile =
CPavд,t ile

CPmax,t ile
; MBt ile =

BWavд,t ile

BWmax,t ile
(5)

The fraction of used compute performance and memory bandwith
leads to a good estimation how close the system is operated with
respect to the corresponding limits. In addition to this, we define
relative compute and memory boundedness, a metric quantifying
whether memory or compute limitations are more restricting.

CBr el,t ile =
CBt ile

CBt ile +MBt ile
;MBr el,t ile =

MBt ile
CBt ile +MBt ile

(6)
The metrics CBr el,t ile and MBr el,t ile add together to 100 % in
any scenario. If one would compare these values to the Roofline
model, each operating point with MBr el,t ile > 50 % would be
classified as Memory bound by the Roofline model, i.e. the vertical
extrapolation would hit the diagonal roof first. Thus, our model
does not contradict the Roofline model.

Thismethod can be seen as an additional approach to the Roofline
model in order to quantify how much a system is bound by its com-
pute performance and its memory bandwidth. This much more
granular and quantitative description of compute and memory
boundedness can now be used to estimate the speedup of near
memory computing before going through an expensive design cy-
cle. Chapter 5 demonstrates such a novel estimation for a near
memory core as well as a dedicated hardware accelerator.

5 SPEEDUP ESTIMATION
Near-Memory Cores. The previously described analysis of the

hardware architecture and its utilization can be used to quantify
the attainable speedup when offloading the TOI to a near-memory
processing unit. This estimation relies solely on measurements of
the baseline architecture, i.e. before the near-memory integration
has started.

We apply that Speedup estimation individually to each tile of
our architecture. In this section, it is assumed to offload the TOI to
a software programmable core, whereas in the following section a
dedicated hardware accelerator is considered. Note that we consider
only near-memory cores with the same microarchitecture as the
host processor in this work. In our understanding, near-memory
cores are, other than in-memory-cores, still on-chip and not inte-
grated into the off-chip DRAM die. Thus, they run on the same
speed as the other processors. The major advantage of such a near-
memory core (NMC) is its typically much higher memory bandwith
compared to an ordinary system core.

Maximum memory bandwidth NMC : BWnmcore in [Byte/s] (7)

The increase in memory bandwith can be described formally with

BWnmcore > BWmax,t ile (8)

In other words, we can assume the near-memory core to perform
memory accesses faster. The Speedup factor of performing fixed-
length memory accesses (i.e. one cacheline) can be appraised by

Smem =
BWnmcore
BWmax,t ile

(9)

Note that in our definition, the speedup is defined relative to a base
value of 1, i.e. a speedup of 1 would imply no speedup. However,
the whole TOI is certainly not accelerated by Smem , especially if
the system is only slightly memory bound.

In order to estimate the acceleration of the total application, we
divide the total runtime into two disjunct parts, the TOI and its
complement. This can be expressed formally by:

tapp = tapp · ftoi + tapp · (1 − ftoi ) = ttoi + tcomp (10)

Hereby we consider ftoi as the fraction of processing time that
is spent to execute the TOI. We can further divide the TOI into a
memory bound part and a compute bound one:

ttoi = ttoi ·MBr el,toi + ttoi ·CBr el,toi (11)

Depending on the memory boundedness of the given task, it might
benefit more or less from the increase in memory bandwidth. As-
suming that the characteristics of the TOI are comparable on all
compute tiles, we use averageCBr el,toi andMBr el,toi over all tiles.

Offloading the TOI to the previously described near-memory
core will certainly have a negligible influence on the execution-
time of the complement tcomp . Also the compute bound fraction
of the TOI will not be influenced severely, whereas the memory
bound part might be accelerated by Smem . Thus, our prediction
of the application runtime under near-memory core acceleration
calculates as follows:

t ′app,nmc = tcomp + ttoi ·CBr el,toi +
ttoi ·MBr el,toi

Smem
(12)
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execution time with a root-mean-square-error of 0.07 for the near-
memory core and 0.11 for the hardware accelerator, respectively.
Predicting near-memory hardware accelerators is more difficult,
since two independent aspects - the hardware implementation and
the near-memory integration - are estimated simultaneously.

The estimation of the 4-core variant comes with a slightly in-
creased error, since several uncertainties - such as the parallel and
sequential portion of the benchmark and whether the TOI resides
in the sequential part or not - have to be faced. Despite of these
uncertainties, PEPERONI leads to a root-mean-square-error of 0.17
and 0.19 for the near-memory core and the accelerator, respectively.

Although the accuracy of our estimations is reliable, a moderate
prediction error is present at least in some cases. Especially for the
BF, DST, DR and DS benchmarks, PEPERONI under-estimates the
performance of the near-memory accelerator. This can be explained
with an additional speedup due to secondary effects, i.e. the accel-
eration of the TOI enables the system to enter the parallel part of
the application faster and to use the resources in a more balanced
way. Considering that PEPERONI does not require any algorith-
mic knowledge, these results give a good quantitative overview
on the potential speedup, if a certain task would be offloaded to
near-memory computing units.

7 CONCLUSION
We presented PEPERONI, a model to estimate the speedup potential
of near-memory integration. It is based on a run-time analysis of an
existing baseline architecture, i.e. before integrating near-memory
computing units. This model is used to approximate the memory
boundedness of the system quantitatively. Based on that, we esti-
mate the total application runtime under near-memory acceleration
and distinguish thereby between software-programmable cores and
hardware accelerators. The performance estimation was performed
on 12 different benchmarks in two platform configurations with a
root-mean square-error of 0.07 and 0.17 for a near-memory core and
0.11 and 0.19 for near-memory hardware accelerators, respectively.

All in all, we envision the PEPERONI method to ease the decision
whether near-memory processing brings a satisfying performance
improvement. Adapting the model to various other architectural
modifications is considered as future work.
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